Lung cancer predominantly non-small cell lung cancer is a worldwide leading cause of tumor killer therefore exploring underlying biological networks and modularity analysis will be possibly lead to identifying putative key genes involved in this malignancy and its sub-types. In this study using GENIE3 one of the most prominent gene regulatory network inference algorithms we reconstructed independent gene regulatory networks from normal and lung cancer data following topology analysis. Afterward we attempted to highlight the crucial genes involved in adenocarcinoma and squamous sub-types of this cancer by networks modularity analysis. The results lead to detection of 19 critical genes as varied hub and bottleneck genes and further seed and crucial nodes by analysis of extracted sub-networks from first neighborhoods of hubs and bottlenecks. As a result we observed that the detected genes involved in several of biological process toward lung cancer progression. Analysis of non-small cell transcriptional networks showed a potential ability to provide useful information toward gaining more insights in this cancer also its sub-types.
Introduction
The intricate molecular relationships underlying cancers due to the collapse of biological networks demands the identification of regulatory relationships and critical mediators as a crucial step towards cancer diagnosis as well as treatment. Nowadays data mining approaches is a prominent strategy for extracting meaningful information from a growing wealth of biological data such as gene expression profiles (1) and elucidating high-fidelity regulatory interactions from transcriptome data is one of the most important applications of computational systems biology. On the other hand Studying modularity in biomolecular networks is an efficient way to identify key components and complexes within transcriptional interactions (2) . Gene interactions in complex networks lead to cell metabolism therefore understanding these interactions is essential for understanding cellular functions, predicting downstream events and ideally manipulating the process based on desired goals. A Gene Regulatory Network (GRN) is a graph
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representation of biological units in which nodes represent genes meanwhile the edges are the interaction between these elements (3) . From a plenty numbers of GRN inference methods introduced recently (4), regression-based methods extract one-to-many interactions between nodes from measurement of gene expression (5) . In this context Random forestbased algorithm GENIE3, the best performer in DREAM4 and owning the high score in DREAM5 infers GRNs by decomposing of network recovery procedure to P steps where P is the number of genes and each step is consisting of identifying genes that regulate a given target gene (6) . In graph theory in addition to hub nodes (proteins with high degrees), certain nodes with higher betweeness centralities connecting with shortest path are more likely to be key connectors and likewise critical points controlling important dynamic components in biological networks (7) that removal of them causes biological systems fail to save their coherence thereby these nodes were named as bottleneck nodes. Degree distribution and following motif discovery (8) and recently betweeness centrality (9) are some of topological features that can address vulnerable points within biological networks. Lung cancer is a worldwide cancer killer even for early-stage cancers (10) that can be grouped in two major forms; non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC ≈85% of all lung cancers) and small-cell lung cancer (SCLC ≈15%). Furthermore NSCLC can be divided into three major histological sub-types: squamous-cell carcinoma, adenocarcinoma and large-cell lung cancer (11) . In this study using publicly available datasets and analysis tools, we attempted to perform a topological transcriptome analysis of non-small cell lung cancer regulatory networks to identify potential key genes and gain more insights involved in this malignancy.
Materials and Methods

Datasets used and pre-processing
We firstly downloaded GEO Series GSE18842 from NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database. The data containing a total of 91 samples from the platform hgu133plus2; 45 samples correspond to normal lung tissues and 46 samples correspond to lung tumor tissues where the cancerous samples themselves included 14 adenocarcinoma versus 32 squamous samples. Raw CEL files were normalized with Robust Multiarray Averaging (RMA). Using Linear Models for Microarray Data (limma) R package, gene expression between cancer and normal samples were considered to be biologically significant if expression level changes was above the defined threshold (absolute Log2FC ≧ 2 and with adjusted p-value < 0.01). As a result 1132 probsets passed the filter (Supplementary file). After removing ambiguous probes and duplicated genes, 812 genes were used as input for GRN inference.
GRN inference methodology and topology analysis
Generally, tools designed for recovering gene regulatory interactions rely on similarity matrices indirectly measured by correlation matrices or mutual information (12) . These matrices usually include many indirect links that should be identified and removed for increasing the reliability of GRN inference algorithms hence several sophisticated approaches attempted to remove indirect interactions and detect the causal relationships between gene pairs (13, 14) . Here we used R implementation of GEne Network Inference with Ensemble of Trees (GENIE3) by (14) as a promising approach to recognition and removing of indirect links between genes. In order to topology analysis of inferred GRNs, we calculated two different network centrality parameters (15) , node degree (number of connections) and betweenness centrality (as the percentage of times a node appears on the shortest path between all pairs of nodes in the network). Hub node genes were identified by calculating the number of interaction for each node using Cytoscape option Degree Sorted Circle Layout. Bottleneck node genes were identified by calculating the betweenness centrality for each node in the network, using NetworkAnalyzer Cytoscape plug-in (16) . For modularity analysis we used MCODE and ModuLand Cytoscape plugins to identify highly interconnected nodes and crucial nodes forming the overlapping modules respectively.
Results
Lung cancer transcriptional network
Using GENIE3 algorithms we reconstructed two independent GRNs, one from the 45 normal datasets and another from 46 cancer datasets but both of GRNs composed of the same 812 differentially expressed genes across normal and cancer conditions. To cover all of the 812 nodes and more sparsity we only selected the 10000 highly ranked links. Using network analyzer we set the nodes with higher degrees and betweeness with darker color and bigger size respectively ( Figure 1 ). Evidently from Figure 1 we observed a giant hub structure in cancer network compared to normal one in which nodes fragmented into more isolated hubs. Such a highly interlinked components was observed in study by (17) in colon cancer genes network. Giant component in cancer genes network proposes forming dense regions covering most of nodes with higher metabolic complexity and resulted several randomly dispersed nodes in compare to normal tissue derived GRN. General properties of Cancer network were; clustering coefficient=0.34, heterogeny=0.727 and centralization=0.126 Meanwhile for the normal network; clustering coefficient=0.316, heterogeny=00.541 and centralization=0.086. Although similarity in coefficient clustering it is likely that cancer genes tend to be associated with a higher network connectivity. In accordance there are couples of evidences of more connectivity in cancer networks (18, 19) .
In order to identification of putative key regulators in lung cancer we selected the top 20 hubs and bottleneck genes for cancer and normal networks separately. These topological characteristics could discover critical genes in different diseases (20, 21) . Identifying the central nodes by these measures can provide promising essential genes so that genes with higher betweenness centrality and degree likely to be a key gene or modulator controlling a wide range of essential cellular functions in a specific process. We defined hubs and bottlenecks nodes if they are in the top 10% of degree distribution (genes that have the 10% highest number of neighbors). As (22) observed that selecting genes in range of 10-40% of degree distribution did not have significant effect on the results. From the 40 selected genes, 10 genes had overlap between cancer and normal networks which removed from the analysis. Ultimately from the 30 unique candidate genes we selected 19 genes (Table 1) for further analysis because 11 other genes were conserved both hub and bottleneck in cancer and normal networks whereas we only interested in hub type variations in lung cancer aggression. The expression profile of 19 critical genes in lung cancer illustrated in Figure 2 .
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Hub sub-network analysis
In the next step to detect potential clusters and crucial nodes within associated circuits of 19 critical bottleneck genes in adenocarcinoma and squamous sub-types of lung cancer, by selecting the first 4000 highly ranked links, we reconstructed two other independent GRNs from 14 and 32 datasets of adenocarcinoma and squamous samples. The adenocarcinoma and squamous networks contained 3604 and of 3213 interactions respectively. We then extracted subnetworks of the first neighborhoods of 19 critical genes from each of those networks. Using default set up of MCODE and ModuLand cytoscape plugin and removing MCODE score < 2, we attempted to cluster each sub-network to identify the molecular complexes and then by ModuLand to detect crucial nodes. We observed that all of the modules contained the different seed genes involved in different types of cancer and some of which in lung cancer (table 2). 
Discussion
Network biology by representing the molecular interactions underlying biological functions provides significant insights for recognizing potential drug targets based on the Causality of regulatory process. Therefore identifying new prognostics markers through Cancer network analysis will pave the path of drug discovery and cancer therapeutics. In this context to identification of the essential genes in non-small cell lung cancer moreover adenocarcinoma and squamous sub-types we reconstructed two independent GRNs exploiting GENIE3, one of the most powerful GRN inference algorithms using 812 strongly differentially expressed genes across control and cancer samples. GENIE3 algorithm is able to recognize regulatory interactions from nonregulatory relationships and removing the farther ones maintaining the casual relationships and showed a superior performances in DREAM4 and DREAM5 challenges. The critical idea behind this (62) . We then topologically analyzed the inferred networks to find the putative critical genes. To this end 40 genes from the highest ranked hub and bottleneck nodes were selected from which 10 genes were common between normal and cancer networks that we removed them from further investigation. Furthermore 11 genes being functionally both hub and bottleneck between networks, were removed because we only interested in identifying varied hub type gene. Finally 19 genes were selected as potential key connectors in lung cancer. After massive literature search, we observed that all of 19 identified genes were involved in different cancers. GDF10 (24), CD302 (25), DSG2 (33), MYST4 (36) and MMP13 (39) demonstrated to be involved in lung cancer as well as C1orf186 could be a new candidate. As illustrated in Figure 1 , DSG2 and MYST4 up whereas GDF10, CD302, MMP13 and C1orf186 were downregulated in cancerous tissues. Interestingly, experimental evidences showed the role of LRRC36 (23), SLC6A4 (29), COL3A1 (30), TMEM125 (31), ITGAV (34), TXNDC17 (35) and PPP2R5A (38) in colorectal cancer that might imply on possible correlation between two malignancies at transcriptome level. Concordantly (63) reported that the majority of genes involved in colon and lung cancer are likely identical or related. In the next step to recognize the potential master transcription factors and their targets governing the expression of 19 detected critical genes we subtracted a sub-network of the first neighborhoods of these genes from cancer and normal networks. Using iRegulon cytoscape plugin (64) FOXA1 and ETS1 were enriched as the most possible transcription factors matched the motifs in sub-networks ( Figure 3) . (65) Reported FOXA1 as a tumor promoter in lung cancer that its expression increased in cancer metastasis. However FOXA1 function in lung cancer is complex and (66) declared that this transcription factor is an adenocarcinoma suppressor. (67) Demonstrated that ETS1 regulates metabolic and oxidative stress in cancer cells. Fallowing with the aim of exploring modules in adenocarcinoma and squamous sub-networks modularity analysis was done by MCODE (Molecular complex detection) method. MCODE is useful for clustering and ranking densely interconnected nodes and computing a score for each cluster where seed of each cluster were assigned with the highest score. We observed that although adenocarcinoma network was constructed by less datasets but contained 18 clusters compared to squamous with 13 clusters showing more molecular complexity and interlinked regions in adenocarcinoma network (68) . By the finest explain this could be biologically relevant with more enhanced molecular interactions in transcriptome level in adenocarcinoma compared to squamous. Seed genes obtained by MCODE modules represented in table 2 that most of them were key issues in some papers. Further we used ModuLand Cytoscape plugin (69) to determine crucial nodes in adenocarcinoma and squamous networks. Using this algorithm and setting threshold value for merging similar modules to 0.9, we identified and merged the overlapped modules. 22 and 20 crucial nodes were identified in adenocarcinoma and squamous networks respectively ( Figure 4 ). CABLES1 was share between networks that proposed to be a tumor suppressor (70) . ModuLand method is able to address key nodes as bridges between similar modules. Key nodes are the central nodes of overlapped modules and were found to have important biological roles in Staphylococcus aureus metabolic network model (71) . Likewise from ModuLand analysis, adenocarcinoma network contained more overlapped modules than squamous explaining the reduction in module overlapping and complexity in squamous regulatory network. Clearly from the results by comparing modularity patterns there were distinct features between sub-types of lung cancer in this case study. Except for MMP2 a mediator in human lung cancer invasion (53) which was share as both seed gene and crucial node in squamous modules, the rest of seed genes from MCODE and crucial nodes obtained by ModuLand were different between adenocarcinoma and squamous networks. Ultimately to investigate whether seed and crucial nodes share relevant functional features in lung cancer, using Enrichr (72, 73) and with the cutoff of P<0.05 we functionally categorized 33 and 31 seed and crucial genes in adenocarcinoma and squamous into biological GO terms ( Figure 5 ). The distribution of seed genes and crucial nodes in significant terms showed related biological processes such as regulation of fatty acid oxidation (GO: 0046320) and regulation of fatty acid biosynthetic process (GO: 0042304) (Supplementary file) accompanied by dominant GO terms such as response to hyperxia (GO: 0055093) and response to increased oxygen level (GO: 0036296) in adenocarcinoma. Accordingly with these results there are number of studies about association between lung cancer cells survival under different levels of oxygen and fatty acid oxidation (74) also fatty acid oxidation process as a promising therapeutic target in cancer (75) . Consequently considering these term we can imply the important role of fatty acid metabolism in lung adenocarcinoma. Moreover although Calcification and ossification will happen rarely in squamous lung cancer (76) but ossification term (GO: 0001503) might be noteworthy in this regard.
Despite conducting enormous researches on understanding cancer phenomenon via transcriptional networks analysis usually less of them lead to practical results might be due to ignoring important notes from data collection, normalization and applying suitable GRN inference algorithms to another detailed fine points. In this study the fundamental aim was identifying putative key regulators in non-small cell lung cancer. We observed that in agreement with previous experimentally verified findings, how bioinformatics analysis is powerful in depicting of the structural and functional features of cancer networks. However by using more adequate number of samples the results would be more reliable. Furthermore network analysis at transcriptome level could be more intensified through merging studies with protein networks to draw more precise conclusions regarding predicted master regulators. On the other hand we used unweighted networks during GRN reconstruction and modularity analysis we then should be cautious about dynamic nature of cancer progression via strictly analysis of statics networks. Taken together using a powerful GRN inference algorithm and topology feature analysis we observed several interesting results that are thought to have important influences in lung cancer process.
Conclusion
The availability of Massive and complex genome-wide gene expression data produced by High-throughput technologies has facilitated reconstruction of genetic regulatory networks by which we are able to understand how genes are connected and operate within intricate networks such as cellular networks underlying cancers. In frame of accurate approaches of network reconstruction and topology and modularity analysis we identified a small number of possible critical genes in lung cancer. From 19 identified hub and bottleneck genes, 5 genes have evident roles in lung cancer and the other genes can be the potential targets for non-small cell lung cancer metastasis prognostic. Furthermore we identified different seed and crucial genes in the center of highly connected biological complexes in lung cancer sub-types of adenocarcinoma and squamous that could be candidate hallmarks for future studies.
